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THAT OLD NEW THING  
 
A Quiet Reflection by John Clare  
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in two parts in the Apr/May 2001 and Jun/Jul 2001 editions 
of JazzChord.] 
 

n the century that just flicked by, artists did these things: praised war (the 
Futurists), ex-tolled hysteria and paranoia (the Surrealists), hung himself up with 
hooks through his skin (Stelarc), presented silence as a composition (Cage), 

improvised large canvasses in a lather of splashing, slashing, dribbling and pouring 
(Pollock), banished all planes but the vertical and horizontal - and therefore all 
angles but the right angle (Mondrian).  
 

 
 
John Cage: he presented silence as a composition… 
 
And so on. By the fin de siecle both pop and high culture markets had displayed a 
hunger for extreme exclusion (ala Mondrian or Rothko) or inclusion (forms that 
crammed in more and more of the noise and blood and guts and indeed excrement of 
the real world) that had passed the point of absurdity for many. A background level 
of appreciation had risen for people like Edward Hopper - whose paintings were 
clearly modern in subject matter and had quietly absorbed elements of Parisian 
modernism, but were not aggressively modernist or avant garde.  
 
But this is too simple a model. In reality, Hopper had a good deal of success and was 
admired by abstract painters - just as Bobby Hackett was admired by Miles Davis and 
other modernists. Extremes can obscure a more tactful expression, but these do not  
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cancel each other out. It's time now to review the extremes as well as the unassuming 
depths of recent art - of jazz specifically - in a non-extreme way.  
 

 
 
Bobby Hackett: he was admired by Miles Davis and other modernists… 
 
Some heard early jazz as an extreme confusion, a cacophony; extreme also in its 
references to sounds in the everyday world - from cars and trains to barnyard 
animals. Jelly Roll Morton's Sidewalk Blues begins with an enactment of road rage, 
complete with a real claxon horn, which appears twice again. Decades later its effect 
goes beyond novelty (although that may have been the intention). In its queerly 
haunting context, it seems more like an element of collage, almost in the manner of a 
mechanical typeface fixed to the surface of a cubist painting. The dadaists loved the 
idea of jazz as an anti-art din extruded in strangely mechanical spasms and fits, and 
if bits of 'real noise' were affixed, so much the better.  
 
Jean Cocteau, on the other hand, saw the concise forms of jazz as an 'antidote' to 
German romanticism and French impressionism, as did Eric Satie. The surrealists 
saw jazz as surrealism's essence and were quite the crusty buffs, forming their own 
jazz bands, holding jazz record sessions, and so on.  
 
Touring England, the young Louis Armstrong appeared to many as a sweating savage 
whose high notes frightened you and set your nerves on edge. Others were hit right in 
the pineal gland by those same notes, and got quite a thrill. Today the most extreme 
jazz is held to be that broad movement known variously as Avant Garde Jazz, Free 
Jazz and The New Thing, which began appearing in the late 1950s. And a scrawny, 
squeeky thing it could seem among the era's rich, rounded, modern masterpieces, 
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including Miles Ahead, Pithecanthropus Erectus, Mingus Ah Um, Monk's Music, 
Kind Of Blue, Time Out, The Train And The River, The Golden Striker, etc. Some 
very influential musicians -including John Lewis, Shelly Manne, Leonard Bernstein 
and Gunther Schuller - nevertheless heard something in Ornette Coleman's early 
work - sinewy, almost scrawled, but freshly melodic and swinging - that was 
importantly different even among all this individuality. In fact the sinuosity of the 
alto line, its rich raw squawk and nasal, oboe-like low tones against the rounder 
resonances of drums and bass, was a crucial part of the aesthetic. Ornette Coleman 
and Cecil Taylor, then also emerging, found favour with the often conservative critic 
Whitney Balliett, who referred to Coleman's 'patches of sky blue melody'.  
 

 
 
Ornette Coleman (above) … found favour with the often conservative critic Whitney 
Balliett (below) who referred to Coleman's 'patches of sky blue melody'… 
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To differentiate the music of Coleman and Taylor, themselves almost polar opposites, 
from the contemporary styles of modernism can be tricky. Seeds of the new thing can 
be heard or easily imagined in Monk, Tristano, Mingus, Guiffre, George Russell and 
others. Robert Palmer writes, of Charlie Haden's bass on Coleman's The Invisible, 
that the relationships between the notes were more like blues singing than the fixed 
intervals of the piano. But the same can be said of some of Miles Davis's playing. His 
trumpet on Kind Of Blue sounded out of tune to at least one classical trumpeter. 
Some jazz musicians still agree.  
 

 
 
Miles Davis (left) and pianist Bill Evans circa 1958: Miles’s trumpet on Kind Of Blue 
sounded out of tune to at least one classical trumpeter… 
 
The concept of time was at least equally important, and we will look at that again 
later. For the moment, we will note that, on Free (from Coleman's Change Of The 
Century) there are passages where alto, bass and drums actually play in three slightly 
different tempos while creating a kind of differential momentum that swings so 
beautifully that other jazz can sound as if it is trying to do this. Note the ingenious 
cycle of rhythmic accents on Ramblin, and the way Charlie Haden extends his 
influences (Jimmy Blanton, Mingus, Wilber Ware) into a multi-directional approach 
in which the bass can seem to walk away from the pulse, or mark time ominously in a 
thrumming pedal point while the horns sweep by, and then rejoin it with momentum 
redoubled.  
 
The importance of Haden, and drummers Billy Higgins and Ed Blackwell, can be 
gauged by listening to Coleman's first album, Tomorrow Is The Question 
(Contemporary), where Percy Heath and Red Mitchell share the bass role while 
Shelly Manne is the drummer throughout. It is a delightful album, which somehow 
reminds you that this is music from the West Coast, while showing that Coleman and 
trumpeter Don Cherry still sound fresh and singing with 'straight ahead' rhythm 
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players; but a dimension is missing. Compare the tangy, yet full and resonant 
ensembles on The Shape Of Jazz To Come. Coleman's concept was of a group sound.  
 
A more intuitive, freer way of improvising evolved, short-circuiting the increasingly 
academic modern system of chords and related scales. When you hear a pre-modern 
player, like the great Harold Baker for instance, you feel that, in the words of the 
Brisbane trumpeter Andrew McNaughton, he is playing what he hears and nothing 
else. Likewise with Don Cherry. Development of the material, vivid expression, and 
rhythmic impetus become far more important than 'running the changes' correctly.  
 

 
 
L-R, Don Cherry, Charlie Haden, Ornette Coleman, Ed Blackwell: As vehicles for 
jazz playing Coleman's tunes are as good as anything in the literature… 
 
Equally important were the striking compositional devices in such pieces as The In-
visible, Lonely Woman, Free and Beauty Is A Rare Thing. Here, time changes, 
silences, a compositional rather than novel use of bowed bass, and, on Woman, 
flamenco-like bass and racing cymbals under horns wailing in waves of vehemently 
accented slow motion like someone tossing in sleep, are all dramatically expressive 
and crucially structural in a new way, bringing a new dimension to jazz. The unison 
lines played by Coleman and Cherry were as distinctive and impressive as any in 
modern jazz, and their influence can be heard in the 1960s bands of Davis and the 
Adderley brothers. Even more important were Coleman's tunes. As vehicles for jazz 
playing these are as good as anything in the literature. The concept is contained 
within them.  
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The new thing appeared as something unmistakably different in 1961, when 
Coleman's album Free Jazz gave it a handle. This employed a double quartet: 
Freddie Hubbard, Don Cherry, Coleman, Eric Dolphy, Scott LaFaro, Charlie Haden, 
Billy Higgins and Ed Blackwell, in duplicated groups. It is much lighter in tone than 
Ascension - Coltrane's later experiment in free play against cued ensembles. The two 
quartets hold passages of strange near-independence unlike anything else in jazz, or 
perhaps any other music. The feeling of seeming-chaos controlled from elsewhere is 
uncanny at times. One might imagine two fleets of dodgem cars crossing and 
recrossing in trails of sparks, each fleet avoiding collision with the others without 
seeming to glance their way.  
 

 
 
Ornette Coleman’s Free Jazz: much lighter in tone than Ascension, Coltrane's later 
experiment in free play against cued ensembles… 
 
Some of the participants - Dolphy, Coleman, LaFaro - appeared on Gunther 
Schuller's Jazz Abstractions, which used the fine Contemporary String Quartet 
(brilliantly recorded by Atlantic) in the title piece - written in a version of pyramid 
form in which the second half is the first played backward, with Coleman soloing 
over all - and in the four-movement Criss Cross: Variants On A Theme By 
Thelonious Monk. And on a piece by Jim Hall, who also appears, as does Bill Evans 
and the vibraphonist Don Costa. This most lucid recording opened a corridor 
between the new thing and the third stream movement. At moments it even recalls 
the Modern Jazz Quartet. The music had been performed in concert, with many of 
the same players, some months before Free Jazz was recorded. Whitney Balliett and 
John S Wilson reviewed it enthusiastically.  
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Gunther Schuller: his lucid recording Jazz Abstractions opened a corridor between 
the new thing and the third stream movement… 
 
Such mid 1960s Blue Note classics as Dolphy's Out To Lunch, Bobby Hutcherson's 
Dialogue and Components, Cecil Taylor's Conquistador and Unit Structures, and 
Grachan Moncur III's Some Other Stuff have a tantalising connection with modern 
classical music, if only in the textures. Dolphy's use of the flute, and the bass clarinet 
which is rare in jazz (Harry Carney used it occasionally), can evoke European 
orchestral sounds, and the vibraphone, specially as played by Bobby Hutcherson, 
might evoke Messaien or Boulez. Likewise certain metric intricacies, but the rhythms 
by and large are much broader, the playing for all its virtuosity, much rawer.  
 

 
 
Eric Dolphy's use of the flute, and the bass clarinet which is rare in jazz … can evoke 
European orchestral sounds… 
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In their concern for interplay, including collective improvisation, for the creation of 
real musical events beyond the peaks of a solo, and for contrasts of colour and 
texture, these recordings have more in common with, say, Louis Armstrong's Hot 
Seven classics (listen to drummers Tony Williams and Joe Chambers, then to Baby 
Dodds; think of the contrasts inherent in the combination of tuba, banjo and 
cymbals) than with the still prevalent bebop of the time - even so-called post-bop, 
which is in many ways an academic assimilation of elements of the new thing.  
 

 
 
Cecil Taylor: his pianism remains a curious continuo of thunder and flying ice 
chips… 
 
Post-bop is often brilliantly exciting of course. And a number of its exponents were 
also involved in the new thing. All tracks on these Blue Notes begin with written 
themes. Cecil Taylor presents clusters of short themes that recur. No track sustains 
the simultaneous hullabaloo which characterises free jazz for some critics. Frenetic 
collective utterance occurs in star-bursts, which are sometimes succeeded by 
passages of delicacy and reflection. Or by potent silences, reminiscent of Japanese 
Noh music. Taylor's pianism is often constant and fierce, yet never robs from other 
contributions. It remains a curious continuo of thunder and flying ice chips. I hear 
almost no real atonality (Schuller's Abstraction being a notable exception), but it 
must be said that jazz in this mode has embraced the suspended resolutions to which 
it was once seen as an antidote. Which brings us to the end of any parallels we might 
make with the Hot Sevens.  
 
But not quite. There are almost no equivalents in modern jazz for the hilarious 
lurching of Kid Ory's trombone, but there are plenty of them in that strand of the new 
thing typified by The Art Ensemble Of Chicago. Here the circus is very much present, 
along with wonky parodies of jazz and other music, surreal juxtapositions (Morton's 
claxon horn would be at home), what we now call world music, pointillist sound 
swarms - in a kind of sonic theatre of the absurd (enhanced by visual theatre in live 
performance).  
 
These elements were later developed in larger orchestral forms, particularly in 
Europe, where American and European players combined. Don Cherry was a moving  
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The Art Ensemble of Chicago: wonky parodies of jazz and other music, surreal 
juxtapositions, what we now call world music, pointillist sound swarms, in a kind 
of sonic theatre of the absurd.. 
 
force. Krzsysztof Penderecki wrote Actions For Free Jazz Orchestra and Michael 
Mantler wrote large dense works featuring Cecil Taylor, Pharoah Sanders, Cherry, 
Larry Coryell and Roswell Rudd. Paul Grabowsky's Australian Art Orchestra is 
clearly derived from some of these sources.  
 
In his post Train & The River mode, Jimmy Guiffre created ethereal trio music 
related to ‘classical’ new thing connections, which it predated. Interestingly, the 
lovely, bluesy, folky, collectively improvised coda to Coleman's Ramblin' (on Change 
Of The Century) nods to The Train & The River! Some of Anthony Braxton's 
compositions were in fact contemporary classical music, at least insofar as they were 
meant to be played without any jazz or 'ethnic' inflections.  
 
Three strands of the new thing. Many readers will violently disagree with my 
appreciation. On one level I hear music much as I view landscape, which is not 
always filled with smooth blendings, rolling downs and polished outcrops, but often 
harshly scarred, with ochreous penetrating colours and a myriad of textures, smooth 
and rough.  
 
My concern is more with the aesthetics of the music here, than with its connections 

to volatile social movements. This is where the surprises lie. Just as the wild man 

mythology surrounding Jackson Pollock recedes to cliché when we review the control 
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and delicacy of a painting like Sounds In The Grass (Shimmering Substance), so do 

the Vietnam War, the civil rights struggle and the three terrible assassinations 

become history, for the time being at least, when we look back on the queer miracle 

of Free Jazz. Indeed it was recorded in December, 1960, the year of Kennedy's 

election, a brief period of optimism after the McCarthy era and the first brutal civil 

rights confrontations. Incidentally, Pollock's White Light is reproduced inside the 

gatefold cover.  

 

Jackson Pollock's White Light (above) is reproduced inside the gatefold cover of 

Ornetts Coleman’s Free Jazz… 

Which brings us to that broad strand of the new thing which appeared on the 

Impulse label, and its parallel on the more obscure ESP. Here we find the stuff that 

most riles Wynton Marsalis - which doesn't mean that it's all good! - and this takes us 

into the Vietnam era and Black Is Beautiful, where it is often difficult to separate 

aesthetics from political attitude. Nevertheless, we'll try to some extent. Too many 

writers judge work on how the artists may seem to want to project themselves 
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(alienated prophets, tortured self-explorers, or whatever), much in the way Miles 

Davis's irrelevant habit of turning his back on an audience became a stock element in 

criticisms of his music.  

Before we begin this, let us dispose of a myth. It is often said that the new thing 
turned youth off jazz and onto rock. I was in London at the height of heavy and 
psychedelic rock, and back in Australia editing Music Maker before the era had 
ended. I knew many rock fans, critics and musicians, and in my experience the high 
energy music of Archie Shepp and his contemporaries was the only jazz they were 
interested in.  
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
[This closed Part I in the Apr/May 2001 edition of JazzChord. In Part II of this 
study, in the Jun/Jul, 2001 issue of JazzChord (see below) John Clare took a look at 
this music and its influence on psychedelia, New Music and other areas.]  
 

t can seem to us that jazz entered the realm of racial politics in the 1960s - the era 
of the New Thing - but a manifestation had occurred in the 1950s, when Roy 
Eldridge - not so surprisingly since he had borne the brunt of humiliating racism 

- insisted that he could always tell a black jazz player from a white, on sonic evidence 
alone: thus coming very near to implying that blacks really owned jazz (a sentiment 
more recently echoed by the Marsalis brothers; by which time it had come to 
resemble, ironically enough, an establishment orthodoxy). Leonard Feather applied 
his good old blindfold test and cast considerable doubt on the claim (Roy was often 
wrong, and in several instances could make no decision from the recorded evidence).  
 

 
 
Roy Eldridge: he insisted that he could always tell a black jazz player from a white, 
on sonic evidence alone… PHOTO CREDIT WILLIAM P GOTTLIEB 

I 
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Jazz as a vehicle for black anger and black pride was an idea that could appear to 
dominate new directions by the late 1960s. Advocates for this ethos were certainly 
turgid, shrill and embarrassing at times. Here is Valerie Wilmer (a white woman) in 
the liner notes of Art Ensemble Of Chicago with Fontella Bass: 'Have you heard men 
blowing their guts out through their horns? .... Fontella comes out there to tell it 
loud: to shout, scream and spew out her mind about blackness and pride...'  
 

 
 
Fontella Bass: she comes out there to tell it loud: to shout, scream and spew out her 
mind about blackness and pride… 
 
That was not the whole story. For instance, the ESP label, on which some of the most 
unbridled playing was recorded, often had no liner notes: rather there were symbolic 
ornaments which seemed to indicate mystical concerns as much as racial/social ones. 
It does, however, bring us to a fascinating paradox at the heart of much avant garde 
jazz - at least that strand which flourished on the tiny ESP label, and on Impulse 
(which was affiliated with a large company and had the benefit of the great Rudy 
Gelder as sound engineer).  
 

 
 
The great sound engineer Rudy Van Gelder… PHOTO CREDIT FRANCIS WOLFF 
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There was a new kind of enthusiasm for the whole black American tradition, and this 
involved in part a placing of jazz within the same ambit as soul music, blues, R&B 
etc. The Art Ensemble of Chicago made stunning use on a few occasions of soul 
singer Fontella Bass (who was married to trumpeter Lester Bowie). Bowie himself 
reached back to the vocalised devices of players like Cootie Williams. Archie Shepp's 
tenor saxophone style drew unmistakably from Ben Webster but incorporated also 
the exaggerations of jazz intonation that were a feature of the great R&B players. He 
exaggerated this in turn in his over-the-top hoarse declamations, rants and bellows, 
but also contrasted all that with surprise delicacies in soft falsetto and subtones 
played with exemplary control. A feature of his playing was to begin a phrase with a 
gruff note which immediately jumped to a delicate high harmonic of itself, giving a 
chorded effect and somehow combining the virile and the vulnerable. Shepp's bands 
often played soul and funky rhythms as well as free swing and passages which might 
be called arhythmic. I remember Mark Simmonds telling me how liberating he found 
these things. ‘This was the music of my generation and I often found myself playing 
with jazz musicians who wrote all this stuff off. Shepp, the Art Ensemble and others 
told me that these influences were valid.'  
 

 
 
Mark Simmonds on alto sax: this was the music of my generation… PHOTO CREDIT 
PETER SMETANA 
 
Albert Ayler drew from the same sources, but added a glorious gospel sound, a dark 
and somewhat hollow boom, sometimes with the vibrato of an ancient dance band 
musician. Far from cutting themselves off from the past, of jazz or other rhythmic 
musics, many of these players identified themselves with underappreciated veterans. 
Thus, Hank Mobley turns up on Shepp's Yasmina A Black Woman (Actuel). Stanley 
Turrentine's lesser-known brother, trumpeter Tommy Turrentine, appears on Mama 
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Too Tight. Philly Joe Jones also made albums with Shepp, but he could hardly be 
called underappreciated. Their attitude was not so far removed from Charles 
Mingus's. For wonderful writing and full, raucous and deliberately loose playing in a 
very earthy, funky mode, try Shepp's classic Fire Music on Impulse.  
 

 
 
Archie Shepp: for wonderful writing and full, raucous and deliberately loose 
playing in a very earthy, funky mode, try his classic Fire Music on Impulse. 
 
Against this was the use of free time and collective improvisation that often moved 
into sound swarms, different to the computer-generated 'statistical swarms' of 
Xenakis, but in effect sometimes quite related. These two elements somehow 
meshed. Shepp's Impulse album Mama Too Tight (a title which asserts funkiness in 
a distinctly crass way), begins with very rugged and free collective improvisation (off-
putting if you are not in the mood, quite deeply satisfying when you get into it) but 
this dissolves as if by telepathy into an effective, harmonized, slow-motion rendition 
of Prelude To A Kiss. The album - a classic that seems to have grown stronger over 
the years - moves through marches and rich, smoking blues ensembles that are 
positively Ellingtonian. That most traditional jazz instrument, the tuba, is effectively 
used. Shepp was a fine writer, which you can also appreciate on New Thing At 
Newport, where his band follows Coltrane's classic quartet.  
 
This performance successfully combines the raw and explosive and the ethereal, the 
linking element being the brilliant vibraphone lines from Bobby Hutcherson. It is 
clear that Shepp is influenced by sophisticated 20th century music as well as the 
most earthy and even primitive sources. When he recites a poem (about heroin 
addiction), he does so in an angry but cultured black voice, echoing Paul Robeson, 
and even Orson Welles. The best tracks have the sense of mystery that characterises 
much great jazz, and like some great jazz it somehow combines the feeling of art 
music with the sense that it has arisen from real experience in the jungles of the 
modern city.  
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The point should be made here that, while this strand of music was sometimes called 
avant garde jazz, its exponents rarely shared the completely iconoclastic attitudes 
associated with the various European avant garde art movements. While recording so 
much of the new thing, Impulse also produced superb albums by Coleman Hawkins, 
Pee Wee Russell, Count Basie, Paul Gonsalves, Freddie Hubbard (in his bop as well 
as his new thing modes) and others. Sonny Rollins's East Broadway Rundown (with 
Jimmy Garrison and Elvin Jones) uses new thing freedoms in a devastating way. The 
sounds in all cases were broad, huge in fact, and rich. Many of these albums - the 
new thing and the old masters - are currently available in excellent digital sound and 
in miniature versions of the original gatefold covers. Still, the original vinyl albums 
have a sound all their own.  
 

 
 
Perhaps the strangest and yet most natural sounding manifestation of the new 
thing was the music of Albert Ayler (pictured above)… 
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Perhaps the strangest and yet most natural sounding manifestation of the new thing 
was the music of Albert Ayler. It becomes a little less strange if you consider the 
tradition of talking in tongues, and of the little-known gospel saxophonists. Ayler was 
subject to apocalyptic visions. Some of his pronouncements sound like passages from 
The Book Of Revelations in modern language. In Ayler's music, gospel melodies, 
Civil War marches and laments, and mad accelerating folk dances (all original 
melodies by Ayler, however authentic they seem) dissolve into some of the most 
uncanny sound swarms of all. Like most other new thing exponents, Ayler's band 
played solos and unison melody statements as well as improvising collectively, but 
much of it was played over a kind of sustained rubato in which the beat is suggested 
from many angles, in a series of tense bass climbs and dawdling digressions, drum 
explosions and hisses. Other bands, such as Shepp's, broke into exhilarating races of 
straight-ahead swing, and even their ‘free’ swing could suggest a smooth line of time, 
as if it were the dust kicked up by straight momentum. With Ayler's band, time 
always seemed to move in all directions at once. The use on some records of two 
bassists (notably Henry Grimes and Gary Peacock), heightened this effect. Sonny 
Murray was usually the drummer.  
 

 
 
Sonny Murray, usually the drummer…  
 
Collective free playing of this kind has been described as a jockeying for position, and 
this may be true of some attempts, but at its best the louder instruments have equal 
weight. Nobody is trying to be the soloist or to stand out from the throng. Nor is 
anyone necessarily trying to accompany anyone else. The effect could almost be 
related to the painterly effect known as passage, wherein planes interlock in such a 
way that it is impossible to be certain which is fore-ground and which background 
(Cezanne and particularly analytical cubism). Ideally it is completely spontaneous 
playing - deliberately `mindless' - which assumes a texture almost of its own accord, 
or according to the unregulated instincts of the players. Mad? Extreme? Sure. In the 
case of Ayler and some others, these bursts of sometimes delicate, sometimes roof-
lifting clamour, were meant to bring the supernatural into the room.  
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From a formal aesthetic viewpoint it could resemble an action painting, in that the 
maze of vibration occurred in an ambiguous depth. It could be an inch deep or go 
forward and back to infinity. Drums were brought up into the same space as melody 
instruments, but the basses still often moved on a slightly recessed plane. Then the 
curtain could suddenly part, leaving a double bass, bowed or plucked, to twist in its 
own space.  
 
It is doubtful that anyone could sustain a completely artless, or mindless, utterly 
spontaneous performance however hard they tried. As time passes we hear more and 
more structural, compositional sense in those 'naive' Ayler performances; just as the 
compositional impulse becomes increasingly apparent in a Jackson Pollock. 
Nevertheless, the powerful effect of Ayler's music can still be felt as something to 
which the actual sounds are incidental. My favourite is Spirits Rejoice. The 
somewhat boomy, dance hall sound of the ESP label is perfect, specially on the track 
Angel, where Ayler plays over a harpsichord accompaniment in a completely 
contrasting style of wavering, booming, blended euphoria and melancholy. Eerily, it 
sounds as if a fluctuating wind is blowing through the music.  
 

 
 
Spirits Rejoice: as time passes we hear more and more structural, compositional 
sense in those 'naive' Ayler performances… 
 
A function of contrapuntal music is surely to preoccupy or absorb the mind with two 
or more simultaneous lines of thought, leading away from self-consciousness, while 
the euphoric elements of the music inhabit the psyche. In religious music - most 
notably that of J S Bach - we might think beyond euphoria to exaltation. The all-at-
onceness of Ayler-like collective improvisation (sometimes not so far removed from a 
trad jazz ensemble), even the clashes and confusions, the ‘dirty’ sounds, are aimed at 
fatiguing the conscious mind while taking the listener somewhere else. A couple of 
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the inferior ESP artists sustain macho rants. The best engage the whole being, 
blending virile forces into a meditative field. We might even call it tantric. Did that 
come out of me? As Louis Armstrong once said.  
 
Back to earth. Even in this region of the new thing, there were players who largely 
specialised in solo playing, and some who must count among the most interesting 
soloists jazz has produced. Tenor saxophonist Dewey Redman offers a unique time 
feel at all tempos, an ability to manipulate his superb tone - as handsome as any 
you'll hear - in a sculptural way that effects the spatial sense and therefore the time-
feel of his playing. His airborne quality at high speeds can recall Lester Young, his 
delicate relationship to the beat Hank Mobley.  
 

 
 
Dewey Redman: his airborne quality at high speeds can recall Lester Young, his 
delicate relationship to the beat Hank Mobley… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
In The Ear Of The Behearer (Impulse) is a great showcase. His The Struggle 
Continues on ECM and the three Old And New Dreams albums (one on Soulnote, 
two on ECM) are wonderful. Coltrane obviously. Dolphy. Cecil Taylor. Evan Parker. 
Kenny Wheeler. Don Cherry (a great jazz trumpeter, combining delicacy and fire, 
folk-like melodiousness and angular shapes - for an influence look to the great Kenny 
Dorham). The sublime Booker Little. Anthony Braxton, who can sustain passages of 
constant digression; of rickety, splintered fragments; yet marshall it all into a 
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swinging momentum. And Archie Shepp in his odd way. Extended Shepp solos, such 
as the one on The Magic Of Ju Ju and Three For a Quarter (now released on the end 
of Impulse's Archie Shepp In San Francisco), have great peaks of excitement and 
sustain interest remarkably well. Note how the entrance of another percussionist on 
the first example, and Roswell Rudd's trombone on the second, create a frightening 
expansion of energy.  
 

 
 
Trombonist Roswell Rudd: his entrance creates a frightening expansion of energy… 
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We have barely scratched the surface. Electronic contributions were made by Paul 
Bley and Sun Ra, the noise guitar of Sonny Sharrock; and several Pharoah Sanders 
albums are proto World Music, remarkably similar in some ways to more recent 
fusions. Very powerful quasi-African feels can be heard on Shepp's Yasmina and 
Magic Of Ju Ju among other examples. The range of textures and colours on 
Sanders's Jewels Of Thought (Impulse) will startle the young listener today.  
 
The influence of all this on some of the most adventurous rock has been declared by 
Lou Reed, Traffic, The Grateful Dead and others. Henry Rollins draws inspiration 
from high energy Coltrane albums to this day. One of the women from Sonic Youth 
borrowed my copy of Shepp's Black Gypsies to play on 2JJJ. She said this record had 
changed the way she heard music. I was at Ronnie Scott's on a number of occasions 
when rock musicians came to hear people like Ornette Coleman and Roland Kirk, 
who often went deeply into the new thing. Lou Reed has told how strongly the Velvet 
Underground were influenced by Ornette Coleman (a claim that only makes sense on 
their earliest recordings), and it seems not unlikely that the very idea of a 
'psychedelic music' arose as a result of the new thing circa Free Jazz.  
 

 
 
Lou Reed (above) has told how strongly the Velvet Underground were influenced by 
Ornette Coleman… 
 
To hear how the new thing entered and was extended and refined on the European 
label ECM, hear all Dave Holland's albums from Conference Of The Birds on. On this 
label which has sometimes looked and somehow sounded like the Bauhaus - its 
covers conjuring crystalline music played in white-washed gallery spaces - the other 
themes of early modernism are still present: the circus, the seamy side - revelled in 
and deplored - the clean, angular and severe, the raw and chaotic, the surreal 
juxtaposition, the circulation of influences with folk, popular and classical music. 
Which reminds us how central jazz was to modernism as well as simply 'being 
modern'. It will come as a surprise to some that Matisse wrote and illustrated a book 
called Jazz. 
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ECM is only the tip of the iceberg as regards European manifestations of the new 
thing, but that is a subject in itself.  
 
The sonorities, energy fields and textures in the quite vast field of the new thing had 
a huge influence on what is now called New Music. In passing we note that people 
like LaMonte Young, Philip Glass and Steve Reich have pointed to Coltrane, Monk, 
and indeed Lester Young, as the progenitors of minimalism. Glass 'worshipped at the 
feet of Ornette Coleman'. I have known many New Music exponents and almost all of 
them began as fans of The New Thing In Jazz. Their later disdain for jazz was often a  
 

 
 
Minimalist composer Philip Glass, pictured on a beach with a female friend: he 
worshipped at the feet of Ornette Coleman… 
 
result of the dismissive attitudes of mainstream jazz musicians toward the 
possibilities that were opening up. Also the failure to explore electronics (jazz was 
early to embrace the microphone, the electric guitar, the vibraphone, etc, but the 
mainstream shut the door on further electrical incursions long ago, and even the new 
thing, in which there were some electronic innovations, remained acoustic in focus). 
Understandable. But some New Music exponents forget that exposure was first given 
to them in jazz venues. In some cases the first reviews they got were by a jazz critic. 
Me.  
 
Recently I heard a New Music recital pre-ceded by a talk, in jolly cultured tones, to 
the effect that this stuff was bringing improvisation back to classical music, and that 
jazz - now a `heritage music' had just been 'looking after it for us'. While I cannot 
argue with the implication that the upper middle class owns culture, there was 
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something amiss here. Very few 'classical' musicians anywhere in the West have re-
turned to improvisation.  
 

 
 
Ongoing creative manifestations of the new thing in Australia can be found in 
groups led by Andrew Robson (above) and Scott Tinkler (below)… ROBSON PHOTO 
CREDIT TOMAS POKORNY, TINKLER PHOTO CREDIT ROGER MITCHELL 
 

 
 
Furthermore, the items presented all resembled jazz, rock and techno fusions far 
more directly than they did classical music. But jazz fans and musicians can hardly 
complain. They have disowned developments in jazz that have been a large influence 
elsewhere. There is no law that says you have to like these things or be faintly 
interested. BUT. If you are interested in ongoing creative manifestations of the new 
thing in Australia, I recommend Paul Grabowsky's Australian Art Orchestra, John 
Pochée's Ten Part Invention, Phil Slater's Very Interactive Band, Mathew Clare 
Quartet and Trio, Ishish, Musikkii Oy, Scott Tinkler Trio, Andrew Robson Trio, That, 
etc. These and others have translated new thing influences into accessible, exciting 
contemporary music. Be in the audience and you might be very surprised. 


